
TEACH ME                                words & music by Brooks Williams © 2012

(chords in the brackets get 2 beats each; all other chords get 4 beats) !!
verse 1 
E                          C#m7    F#m7                B9  
Teach me how to do_______ that thing you do 
E                                 Cm#7   F#7                    B9      
No matter how you’re feeling___or what’s going on 
       E                      E7 
The radio’s playing song after song 
               A                                A#dim7  
From the other room I hear you singing along 
E                          C#7    (F#7   B9)           E 
Teach me how to do______that thing you do !!!
verse 2 
E                        C#m7    F#m7               B9 
Teach me how to move______the way you move 
E                        Cm#7             F#7           B9  
Teach me how to leave it all be-hind for a-while 
E                  E7 
Dancing and singing along 
        A                          A#dim7 
You know the words to every song 
E                         C#7    (F#7   B9)           E 
Teach me how to do______that thing you do !!
bridge 
G#                 C#m7  
Me, I feel the weight of the world 
           A              E 
And it brings me down 
G#             C#m7  
Stone cold sympathy  
           F#7           B9 
I can’t get my feet off the ground !
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!!
verse 3 
E                         C#m7    F#m7               B9 
Teach me how to do_______that thing you do 
E                         C#m7       F#7                   B9  
I’m staring at my coffee but I’m not (I’m not) shaking this mood 
       E                            E7 
So I get to my feet and I walk to you 
A                             A#dim7 
Baby teach me that thing you do 
E                         C#7    (F#7   B9)           E 
Teach me how to do______that thing you do !!
Solo (same chords as vs 1) !!
verse 4 
F                          Dm7    Gm7                   C9  
Teach me how to do_______ that thing you do 
F                                Dm7     G7                     C9      
No matter how you’re feeling___or what’s going on 
       F                     F7 
The radio’s playing song after song 
               Bb                              Bdim7  
From the other room I hear you singing along 
F                         D7     (G7      C9)          (F     D7) 
Teach me how to do______that thing you do 
(G7        C9)          (F     D7) 
___That thing you do 
(G7        C9)          F 
___That thing you do !!



 


